Model No. VS14713

VFM670w-50E

Digital Photo Frame > Frame Your Memories in Style

6” Portrait Multimedia
Digital Photo Frame
ViewSonic’s 6” portrait multimedia digital photo frame comes
in a stylish black frame with a slender bezel that blends seamlessly
into any home or office décor. This frame displays your digital
photos in slideshow formats or in single photo format to highlight
a specific event or special memory.
Easy controls let you select viewing options and with the use of
a memory card slot, it’s easy to stream and share digital photos.
Additionally, the VFM670w-50E has both alarm clock and calendar
functions to remind you of important events and keep everything
on schedule while displaying your favourite photos.
> 6’’ with 480 x 800 (9:16) resolution
6’’ portrait digital photo frame packed with a 480 x 800 resolution and
a 400:1 contrast ratio to present vivid and stunning digital slideshows.

> More than a photo frame
The VFM670w-50E supports JPEG image formats and MP3 audio
formats for audio playback with a 0.5W speaker.

> Create a personalized slideshow
Customize your photo slideshows with ease from a memory card.
Our 6” portrait digital photo frame can also design your slideshow
with various display speeds custom to your personal preference.

> Supports SD Card
You can easily display images stored in external storage devices
through an SD card (up to 32GB).

> Your personal assistant
With a built-in clock, alarm and calendar functions, the VFM670w-50E is
the perfect personal assistant to organise your day-to-day tasks. Set the
alarm to wake you up or use the clock and calendar to coordinate daily
activities with the versatile VFM670w-50E.

> Stylish frame
The VFM670w-50E comes in black with a slim bezel design that
compliments any home or office environment.

> Light Sensor
Auto dim display backlight under dark room lights.

For more product information, visit us at www.viewsoniceurope.com
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Photo with clock

Clock above photo

LCD PANEL
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Photo full screen

Calendar and clock only

Display Area

6” Wide

Optimum Resolution

480 x 800

Brightness

200 cd / m2

Contrast Ratio

400:1 (Typ.)

Viewing Angles

Vertical: 130° / 110° (Typ. / Min.)
Horizontal: 140° / 120° (Typ. / Min.)

Backlight

LED

COMPATIBILITY

Memory Card

MMC, SD, SDHC

SUPPORTED FILE

Photo

JPEG

FORMAT

Audio

MP3

Photo

4,000 x 4,000 Pixels

AUDIO

Speaker

0.5W

POWER

Voltage

AC 100-240V (Universal); 50 / 60 Hz

Consumption

<3W

OPERATING

Temperature

32°F to 104°F (0°C to 40°C)

CONDITIONS

Humidity

Up to 80% (No Condensation)

DIMENSION

(W x D x H)

115 (W) x 53 (D) x 173 (H) mm

MAXIMUM
COMPATIBLE
FILE SIZE

WEIGHT

220g

BZ02
ViewSonic Corporation’s QMS & EMS have been registered to ISO
9001 & ISO 14001, respectively, by the British Standards Institution.
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